
Soft cap reached; Bitcoiin B2G still selling at
ICO price

Original purchasers can buy more tokens on their
bitcoiin.com dashboard. New purchasers are welcome,
so long as supplies last.

Savvy players can still purchase Bitcoiin
B2G tokens at the $5.00 price, at least
until the $250,000,000 hard cap is
reached.

HONG KONG, CHINA, March 12, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Last week, Bitcoiin
B2G (www.bitcoiin.com) has announced
it has reached its $75,000,000 soft cap.
Now that the initial milestone has been
reached, Bitcoiin B2G is excited to
announce continued sales of its token,
Bitcoiin 2G, at the pre-ICO price of $5.00
per token. This successful launch is part
of the broader tidal wave of
cryptocurrency’s global explosion. 

“It’s a revolution,” reports Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, a long-time German daily newspaper. That source has reported that the Canton
of Zug, outside Zurich, Switzerland, has made a name for itself on the crypto scene after Ethereum
inventor Vitalik Buterin settled there in 2014.

Switzerland is at the
epicentre of a small revolution
in the financial system.”

Richard Ettl

Richard Ettl, head of the blockchain-based logistics company
Smart Containers Group in Zug, said: “Switzerland is at the
epicentre of a small revolution in the financial system,” reports
the Sunday Express, a UK news source.

Bitcoiin B2G Update: Original purchasers can buy more
tokens on their bitcoiin.com dashboard. New purchasers are
welcome, so long as supplies last. Our ICO was scheduled to

open trading on the free market on March 30, 2018. Based on early results, our hard cap of
$250,000,000 worth of bitcoiin tokens may be reached soon. When that happens – whether March 30
has arrived yet or not – token sales at the $5.00 price will end.

Bitcoiin B2G has scheduled to release its Technical Whitepaper no later than March 14, 2018. This
whitepaper will provide a better understanding of the B2G blockchain technology and B2G Mining.

But for all the razzle-dazzle, the fundamentals of the Bitcoiin B2G opportunity remain the same – i.e.,
a strong foundation in the Ethereum blockchain; strong mining support through the commitment of
Dragon Mining’s massive array of mining rigs; and fast processing time, which is predicted to turn
over postings to the blockchain in real time (10-15 seconds), as opposed to many hours of delay for
some mature cryptocoins.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bitcoiin.com/en
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What lies ahead? Savvy players can still purchase Bitcoiin B2G tokens at the $5.00 price, at least
until the $250,000,000 hard cap is reached. Our forecasts had set that $250M milestone off in the
distance. But the original ICO sellout indicates some urgency for depositors wishing to catch the
Bitcoiin B2G wave. For now, the $5.00 price stands.

A Unique Opportunity:  Cryptocurrency enthusiasts, depositors and adventurers have seldom had
such a chance to participate in the exhilarating launch of an integrated cryptocurrency ecosystem,
with built-in controls, strong management and explosive upside growth potential. 

Bitcoiin B2G announces the second generation of cryptocurrency. Catch the wave, on Sirius XM
Radio.
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